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MOLECULAR FRAME DISTORTION AND MOLECULAR PAIR POLARIZABILIJTY 
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The contribution of frame dlstoruon to the colhston-mduced polarizabdlty of the isotropic moleculesCH~, CFJ. CCI.g 
and SF6 IS estunated and found to be neglwble 

I. Introduction 

Colhsion-induced hght scattermg (CIS) refers to the 
scattermg by clusters of interactmg atoms or molecules. 
The cluster polariaabihty determines the mtensity of 
the scattered hght. Several mechanisms have been m- 
voked to account for this cluster polarizabdty. The 
drpole-induced-dipole (DID) interactron [l] and elec- 
tron overlap during close encounters have been most 
frequently applied [2] _ For mteractmg molecules. 
another possible mechanism, frame drstortron, has been 
proposed [3]. Whrle this mechanism has received some 
attentron in the literature [4,5] , no quantitative estr- 
mate has been made of the magnitude of rts effect. It 
is the purpose of thrs note to calculate in an approxr- 
mate manner rts contrrbutron to the mtensity of the 
scattermg by those molecules of tetrahedral and octa- 
hedral symmetry, which have been most thoroughly 
studied [4-73. It is concluded that m these cases the 
effect of the interactron is neghgrble. 

2. Calculation 

In order to determine the frame-drstortron contri- 
bution to the pair polarizabrhty we must first estimate 
the distortion of the molecular frame during a collision 
and then estimate the change in the molecular polariza- 
brlity resulting from this distortion. 

If the intermolecular potential is taken to be of the 
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Lennard-Jones 6-12 form, the force acting on the mot- 
ecule durmg a collision is 

f=(r) = -d J’(r)/dr = (24e,‘o)(2~--~~ - x-~), (1) 

where x = r/u, r IS the intermolecular distance and E 
and u are the usual potential parameters. We make the 
further assumption that the intermolecular force is feh 
only by that part of the molecular frame which is 
nearest to the pomt of contact between the molecules. 
We have considered special cases where the intermo- 
lecular force vector lies along a two-fold or a three-foId 
axis of a tetrahedral MXJ molecule, and causes bond 
bendmg and compressron of either one, two or three 
bonds while the rest of the molecular frame remains 
ngrd. The bond stretching and bond bending force con- 
stants of the valence-force model, k, and k, , are eval- 
uated from the frequencies of vrbrational Ramart fun&r- 
mentals. Smce the molecular vibrational frequencies are 
much larger than the inverse colhsion tune, the moIecu- 
lar frame responds essentially instantaneously to the 
applied forces. For an accurate estunate of the frame 
distortron one would have to determine the true forces 
actmg on the atoms during the collision, use the correct 
intramolecular force field to determine the atomic dis- 
placements, and do this for all relative orientations of 
each molecule of the colliding pair. 

Having estimated the molecular frame distortion 
during a collision, the next step is to calculate the re- 
sulting polarizabihty increment. The depolarized CtS 
intensity depends on the anisotroprc polarizabihty in- 
crement induced m the colliding pair. Using the bond- 
polarizability model we may calculate the frarne-dis- 
tortion polarizability increment. The frame-distortioo 
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Table 1 
Molecular paramctcrs 
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E/k 3) 
(I;) 

C7a) 
Go 

RblK 
(A) 

k, b) &/R&X b, 74,/o Q =) %1X -%1X 7’hl)i A h, 
(mdyn/A) (mdyn/A) (mdyn) (A3) (A’) (AS) (A*) (A4) 

CH-x 158 2 3 82 1091 5 01 0 416 1.29 x lo-* 2 642 1 130d) 0 279d) 2 05 d) 10 

CFa 152 5 4 70 1 323 9 23 0.713 1.07 x lo-* 2 937 1 ooe) 0512e) 197c) 22 

ccl4 327 s 88 1 776 4 40 0331 184x 16’ 10 59 2 20 f) 2 11 f) 4.47 f) - 

SF6 200 9 5 51 1 584 6 72 - 1 21 x lo-* 4 549 1 23 g) _ _ _ 

3n)Ref [ll] b, Ref [17-j ‘) At 4880 A. refs [ 13.141 
-e)Ref [I61 

d’Ryf [15] ‘) Data from ref. [ 161 anal~zcd as m ref [ 171. 
Dam from rci 1 IS] anal)zsd as m rcf [ 17) hj Refs 19.101 

anisotroplc polarlzablhty mcrement mduced on a smgle 
molecule will have the form 

+ D Y;~&I F(r), (2) 

where ytIK and -yiru are the bond amsotropp and Its 
dematlve and Rhlx is the M-X bond length The coef- 
ficients C and D depend on the orientation of the mol- 
ecule with respect to the dlrectlor. of the force F. The 
bond polarlzablhties are determined from the mtensl- 
ties of vibrational Raman bands Values of the param- 
eters m eq. (2) are presented m table 1 for several mole- 

cules 
The total intensity of CIS IS specified by the zeroth 

spectral moment, G(O), which may be expressed as [8] 

t$‘O’ = 477 s dr r’g(r) p’(r). 

0 

(3) 

where g(r) IS the radial dlstnbutlon function, g(r) = 
e\p [- I’(r)/kT] , and F(r) IS the polarlzablhty amso- 
tropy of the colhdmg pair of moleculzs. The largest 
contrlbutlon to p(r) comes from the DID mechamsm 
and has the value [ 1 ] 

BDrD(r)= (6cr~/o3)_r-3. (4) 

where Q IS the polarlzablhtp of a smgle molecule. The 
total scattrred lntenslty @‘DOfD+rD. mcludmg the con- 
tributions due to both the DID and FD dlstortion mech- 
amsms, is calculated by substltutmg 

B’(4 = OjDID + 2flFD12 = B;, + 4flDmfl,D (5) 

mto eq (3) The last approumation follows because 

pFD 4BDfD- 

The size of the FD contrlbutlon to the scattered m- 
tenslty, II-I terms of the dominant DID contrlbutlon, 
may be expressed as 

= 0 13 (a3/ck”)(j3FD/F) 34E/O, (6) 

where the integrals have been evaluated using e/kT = 
0 52. 

In table 2 are presented estimates of &?,#$D for 
several molecules For the tetrahedral molecules we 
have calculated &-D/F for three orientations of the 
molecule with respect to the direction of the inter- 
molecular force and used the average of these three 
values of PrD/F to compute Gp& _ For SF, we have 
used an approvunate expression for flFD/F m terms of 
k, and 5’;rIx, the lsotroplc bond polanzablhty denva- 
tlW2. 

Frame distortion decreases the scattered intensity 
of the translational CIS by one p2rcent or less. 

Smce DFD depends on the orlentatlon of the mole- 
cule with respect to the direction of the mtermolecular 
force F, frame dlstortlon can gve nse to a colhnon- 
induced rotational scattering (CIRS) spectrum as well 
as a translational CIS spectrum [9,10] . The mtensity 
of the CIRS spectrum WIU be given by eq. (3) with 
p’(r) replaced by the average of the angle dependent 
part of P’(r) over all orlentatlons of each molecule with 
respect to the ntermolecular axis As before, frame 

dtstortion is not the dominant mechanism. The main 

contnbutlon to the CLRS intensity comes from 

126 
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Table 2 tortion only accounts fOi a few percent of the total in- 
Calculated quannhtles tensity of the CR!5 spectrum. 

-sFDlF a) 
(A3/mdyn) 

(0) (0) b) 
QFD’QDID %-D.CIR&%-IR:) 

(0) 
. 

Therefore, in the cases considered, the frame distor- 
tional contriiution to the collision-induced scattering 
mtensity is negligible. 

CH.I 011 d) -06 x lo-’ 4 x 1o-2 

0 6.5 c, 

0 32 f) 

CF? 021 d) -0 6 x 16’ 3 x 10-Z 

0 58 c, 

0 26 f) 

cc14 102d) -09x 10-2 - 

3 80 e, 

169 f, 

SF6 0 57 h) -07x lo-’ - 

a) Per molecule 
b)fiFD 1s taken as the average of the three onentatlons m the 

fust column The sign of the FD term LS negatlre when the 
bond polarlzoblht> values are all posltlve 

‘)Ti~c angls-d+pcndent part of fiFD LS taken to habe an arnph- 
tudc u hrch LS half the difference of the largest and smallest 
VdUCS of flFD UI the fUSt COh,,IIn 

d, C = 0 D = 1 III eq (2). compresslon of a smglc bond. F along 
the three-fold axIs. 

e, C = 1 06, D = 0 m eq (2). bendmg and compresslon of two 
bonds F along the two-fold 3x1s 

0 C= 0 44. D = 0 11 m eq. (2); bendmg and compressIon of 
three bonds, F along the three-fold aus 

h, The average of d e and f, with the approvuna tlons [ 171 
?Yh,x/Rh,x = >‘h& = o’hm and ka/Rhm = x-,/IO. has 
been used to obtam the approxunate expresnon -PF$F = 

3 1 +x/ks 

ap; = 36(8/7) (&I ‘/cr8) _Y-~. (7) 

where A@, IS the mean-square pair poIarizabl!ity aniso- 
tropy arlsmg through the dipole-quadrupote tensor 
A. This tensor IS specfied by the smgle parameter A for 
tetrahedral molecules Substltutmg /32 = A@, + 
4 &34AflFD IntO 2q. (3) we obtain the result. 

($0) 
FD.CIRS@$IRS = Cl 20 (04/~)(~PFD/F)24E/o.(8) 

me values of @p,$CRS/@g)CIRS shown m the tird 
column of table 2 are computed usmg APFD/F estimated 
as half the difference between the largest and smallest 
values Of &D/F m column one of table 2. Frame dis- 
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